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Abstract
A outstanding deal of research above the past countless years has 
been devoted to the progress of methodologies to craft reusable 
multimedia constituents and constituent libraries, whereas there 
is an supplementary price encompassed to craft a reusable 
constituent from scratch. That supplementary price might be 
evaded by recognizing and removing reusable constituents from 
the by now industrialized colossal catalog of continuing systems. 
But the subject of how to recognize good reusable constituents 
from continuing arrangements has stayed moderately unexplored. 
Our way, for identification and evaluation of reusable multimedia, 
is established on multimedia models and metrics. As the precise 
connection amid the qualities of the reusability is tough to institute 
so a Neural Web way might assist as an frugal, automatic instrument 
to produce reusability ranking of multimedia by devising the 
connection established on its training. With the goal of seizing 
supremacy of the features of the both, in the research work 
Neuro-Fuzzy way is utilized to frugally ascertaining reusability 
of multimedia constituents in continuing arrangements as well as 
the reusable constituents that are in the design period.
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 I. Introduction
Software reuse is the procedure of demanding or notifying 
multimedia arrangements retaining tolerating multimedia assets. 
Multimedia assets or constituents encompass all multimedia 
produce, from necessities and propositions, to specifications and 
sketches, to user manuals and examination suites. Whatever that is 
produced from a multimedia progress manipulation can potentially 
be reused.
The reusability is the quality of a piece of multimedia, that enables 
it to be utilized after extra, be it partial, adjusted or complete.
There are two forms of reuse and they are as:

Horizontal Reuse.• 
Vertical Reuse.• 

Horizontal reuse remarks to multimedia constituents utilized across 
an expansive collection of applications. In words of plan assets, 
this includes the normally envisioned library of constituents, such 
as a connected catalog class, thread manipulation routines, or 
graphical user interface (GUI) functions. Horizontal reuse can 
additionally denote to the use of a company off-the-shelf (OTS) 
or third-party appeal inside a larger arrangement, such as an 
e-mail package or a word processing program. A collection of 
multimedia libraries and repositories encompassing this kind of 
plan and documentation tolerate nowadays at varied locations 
on the Internet. 
Vertical reuse, considerably untapped by the multimedia span at 
large, but potentially tremendously useful, has distant grasping 
implications for present and upcoming multimedia progress efforts. 
The frank trusted is the reuse of arrangement functional spans, or 
spans that can be utilized by relations of arrangements alongside 
comparable functionality (Basili, 1989). The notice and appeal of 

this trusted has spawned one extra engineering domination, yelled 
span engineering. Expanse engineering is “a comprehensive, 
iterative, life-cycle procedure that an association uses to pursue 
critical firm objectives. It increases the productivity of appeal 
engineering undertakings across the standardization of a product 
relations and an associated conception process.” Basili (1988) 
brings us to appeal engineering, the span engineering counterpart: 
“Application engineering is the method by that a consenting creates 
a product to encounter a customer’s requirements. The form and 
assembly of the appeal engineering attention are crafted by span 
engineering so that every single solitary consenting working in 
a firm span can encounter area vision and assets to grasp a high-
quality product, tailored to the needs of its client, alongside cut 
worth and risk.” (Basili, 1988) Expanse engineering focuses on 
the conception and maintenance of reuse repositories of functional 
spans, as appeal engineering makes use of those repositories to 
apply new products.  

II. Problem Formulation
The target of Metrics is to forecast the quality of the multimedia 
products. Varied qualities, that notice the quality of the multimedia, 
encompass maintainability, defect density, obligation proneness, 
normalized rework, understandability, reusability etc. The 
necessity nowadays is to associate the reusability qualities 
alongside the metrics and to find how these metrics en masse 
notice the reusability of the multimedia component. To finish both 
the quality and productivity aims it is always counseled to go for 
the multimedia reuse that not merely saves the era grabbed to 
develop the product from graze but additionally brings the nearly 
error free plan, as the plan is by nowadays tested countless eras 
across its preceding reuse.

III. Fuzzy Inference System
Fuzzy inference is the procedure of arranging the mapping from 
a given input to an output retaining woolly logic. The mapping 
subsequent provides a basis from that decisions can be made.  
Pursuing figure gives the snap shot of MATLAB window as 
retaining FIS editor for 5 inputs and 1 output.

Fig. 1: Fuzzy Inference System with 5 input and 1 output
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 In figure, there are five inputs and only one output. The inputs are 
Coupling, Volume, Complexity, Regulatory and Reuse-Frequency. 
The output is Reusability.

Fig. 2: ANFIS Editor for Training Data

Figure shows the ANFIS editor for training data. The training data 
is used to train the Inference System. Fig. 3 shows the ANFIS 
editor for testing data. 

Fig. 3: Surface Viewer-2

In the fig. 3, a three-dimensional Surface-Viewer is shown. In this 
figure, inputs grabbed are Coupling and Volume and the output is 
Reusability. In the comparable method, a external can be trusted 
for supplementary pairs of the inputs. The supplementary pairs 
of the inputs can be Coupling and Influencing and subsequent the 
Coupling and Reuse-Frequency etc.

Table 1 displays the 15 data benefits grabbed from the data endowed 
by the disparate firms to compute the percentage error and to debate 
considering the accuracy of the woolly logic output and the Neuro-
fuzzy output. The woolly instituted inference arrangement and 
Nero-fuzzy arrangement are assessed on the basis of percentage 
error. The calculations for average output errors of both fuzzy-
logic and neuro-fuzzy are as follows:

Sum of percentage error of fuzzy logic output = 4.13
Average fuzzy logic output error = 4.13/14 = 0.295
Sum of percentage error of neuro-fuzzy output = 3.285
Average neuro-fuzzy logic output error = 3.285/14 = 0.2346

Table 1: Truth table for Percentage Error Comparison
% Error 

(fuzzy logic 
output)

%Error
(Neuro-fuzzy logic output) 

%error
(fuzzy-GA)

0.5 0.49 0.48
0.25 0.01 0.01
0.25 0.01 0.01
0.25 0.01 0.01
0.17 0.08 0.01

0.3367 0.267 0.01
0.00 0.03 0.0

0.1667 0.193 0.173
0.25 0.0375 0.00
0.755 1.575 0.74
0.002 0.03 0.004
0.17 0.03 0.17
0.415 0.317 0.42
0.625 0.225 0.63

Sum of percentage error of hybrid (Fuzzy-GA) system is 2.664 
and Average of error equal to 0.19.

IV. Related Work
Misirli, A.T. et al, in “Bayesian Networks For Evidence-Based 
Decision-Making in Software Engineering” 2014,  In this study, 
they follow the lead of computational biology and healthcare 
decision-making, and investigate the applications of BNs in SE 
in terms of 1) main software engineering challenges addressed, 
2) techniques used to learn causal relationships among variables, 
3) techniques used to infer the parameters, and 4) variable types 
used as BN nodes. They conduct a systematic mapping study 
to investigate each of these four facets and compare the current 
usage of BNs in SE with these two domains. Subsequently, they 
highlight the main limitations of the usage of BNs in SE and 
propose a Hybrid BN to improve evidence-based decision-making 
in SE. In two industrial cases, they build sample hybrid BNs and 
evaluate their performance. The results of their empirical analyses 
show that hybrid BNs is powerful frameworks that combine expert 
knowledge with quantitative data. As researchers in SE become 
more aware of the underlying dynamics of BNs, the proposed 
models will also advance and naturally contribute to evidence 
based-decision-making.
Mohamed, K.A. et al, in “Ontology-based concept maps for 
software engineering” 2013, the authors describe Ontology 
provides a formal representation of a shared conceptualization 
while conceptualization plays a major role in software engineering 
field, so ontology is recognized as a promising way to overcome 
the most of challenges of software engineering. A major bottleneck 
when developing ontologism for software project is the ability of 
stakeholders to understand and represent their knowledge. This 
paper provides a survey about using ontologism with software 
engineering and provides an ontology based concept for software 
engineering as a new approach to overcome some challenges that 
faces the use of ontology with software engineering.
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Chaturvedi, K.K. et al, in “Tools in Mining Software 
Repositories” 2013, the authors describe Mining software 
repositories (MSR) is an important area of research. An international 
workshop on MSR has been established under the umbrella of 
international conference on software engineering (ICSE) in year 
2004. The quality papers received and presented in the workshop 
has led to initiate full-fledged conference which purely focuses 
on issues related to mining software engineering data since 2007. 
This paper is the result of reviewing all the papers published 
in the proceedings of the conferences on Mining Software 
Repositories (MSR) and in other related conference/journals. 
They have analyzed the papers that contained experimental 
analysis of software projects related to data mining in software 
engineering. They have identified the data sets, techniques and 
tools used/ developed/ proposed in these papers. More than half 
of the papers are involved in the task accomplished by building 
or using the data mining tools to mine the software engineering 
data. It is apparent from the results obtained by analyzing these 
papers that MSR authors process the raw data which in general 
publicly available. They categorizes different tools used in MSR 
on the basis of newly developed, traditional data mining tools, 
prototype developed and scripts. They have shown the type of 
mining task that has been performed by using these tools along 
with the datasets used in these studies.
Belli, F. in “Dependability and Software Reuse -- Coupling Them 
by an Industrial Standard” 2013, the authors describe Whereas a 
software component may be perfectly suited to one application, 
it may prove to cause severe faults in other applications. The pre-
standard IEC/PAS 62814 (Dependability of Software Products 
Containing Reusable Components - Guidance for Functionality 
and Tests), which has recently been released, addresses the 
functionality, testing, and dependability of software components 
to be reused and products that contain software to be used in 
more than one application. The present paper introduces into this 
prestandard and give hints how to use it. The author, who chaired 
its realization that started in 2006, briefly summarizes the difficult 
process to bring the industrial partners with controversial interests 
to a consensus.
Meena Jha et al, in “A comparison of software reuse in software 
development communities” 2011, This paper outlines some of 
the identified differences and similarities of issues and concerns 
in software reuse in both communities and what one community 
can gain from the other to overcome the identified software reuse 
problems. The comparison highlights areas where the existing SPL 
and CSE communities provide extensive support in software reuse 
and those in which the SPL and CSE communities are deficient, 
suggesting an understanding of the factors resisting software reuse 
in both communities.
Wijayasiriwardhane, T. et al, in “Effort estimation of 
component-based software development a survey” 2011,  In 
this study, the authors survey the most up-to-date research work 
published on predicting the effort of CBSD. The authors analyze 
the surveyed approaches in terms of modeling technique, the type 
of data required for their use, the type of estimation provided, 
lifecycle activities covered and their level of acceptability with 
regard to any validation. The aim of this survey is to provide 
a better understanding of the cost and schedule estimation 
approaches for CBSD.
Crouch, S. et al, in “The Software Sustainability Institute: 
Changing Research Software Attitudes and Practices” 2013,  
the authors describe To effect change, the Software Sustainability 
Institute works with researchers, developers, funders, and 

infrastructure providers to identify and address key issues with 
research software in “IEEE Draft Standard Adoption of ISO/IEC 
26513:2009 Systems and Software Engineering Requirements 
for Testers and Reviewers of User Documentation” 2010,  the 
authors describe This standard provides requirements for the test 
and review of software user documentation as part of the life 
cycle processes. It defines the documentation process from the 
viewpoint of the documentation tester and reviewer. It specifies 
process for use in testing and reviewing of user documentation, 
and provides the minimum requirements for these activities. 
It is relevant to roles involved in testing and development of 
software and user documentation, including project managers, 
usability experts and information developers, in addition to testers 
and reviewers. It applies to both printed documentation and on-
screen documentation, and is applicable to user documentation 
for systems including hardware.
Sandhu, P.S. et al, in “A survey on Software Reusability” 2010, 
the authors describe Software Reusability is primary attribute of 
software quality. In the literature, there are metrics for identifying 
the quality of reusable components but there is very less work on 
the framework that makes use of these metrics to find reusability 
of software components. The quality of the software if identified 
in the design phase or even in the coding phase can help them to 
reduce the rework by improving quality of reuse of the component 
and hence improve the productivity due to probabilistic increase 
in the reuse level. In this paper, different models or measures that 
are discussed in literature for software reusability prediction or 
evaluation of software components are summarized.
Yajing Zhao et al, in “Ontology Classification for Semantic-
Web-Based Software Engineering” 2009,  The semantic Web 
allows publishing reusable software engineering knowledge 
resources and providing services for searching and querying. 
This paper classifies the ontologism developed for software 
engineering, reviews the current efforts on applying the semantic 
Web techniques on different software engineering aspects, and 
presents the benefits of their applications. They also foresee the 
possible future research directions.
Kroeger, T. et al, in “A Perspective-Based Model of Quality for 
Software Engineering Processes” 2009,  This paper describes 
the results of research undertaken to investigate this question 
and presents a perspective-based model of quality for software 
engineering processes that is derived from the stated experiences 
of software engineering practitioners. The model proposes that 
practitioners perceive the overall quality of a process with respect 
to the four quality attributes of suitability, usability, manageability 
and resolvability and that these judgments are influenced by key 
process properties and environmental factors. The paper also 
suggests how knowledge of these quality attributes, properties, 
environmental factors and their relationships can be practically 
applied to support software process engineering activities.
Seliya, N. et al, in “Software Quality Analysis of Unlabeled 
Program Modules With Semi supervised Clustering” 2007,  
They propose a semi supervised clustering scheme for software 
quality analysis of program modules with no defect data or quality-
based class labels. It is a constraint-based semi supervised clustering 
scheme that uses k-means as the underlying clustering algorithm. 
Software measurement data sets obtained from multiple National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration software projects are used 
in their empirical investigation. The proposed technique is shown 
to aid the expert in making better estimations as compared to 
predictions made when the expert labels the clusters formed by an 
unsupervised learning algorithm. In addition, the software quality 
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knowledge learnt during the semi supervised process provided 
good generalization performance for multiple test data sets. An 
analysis of program modules that remain unlabeled subsequent to 
their semi supervised clustering scheme provided useful insight 
into the characteristics of their software attributes
Akkawi, F. et al, in “Software Adaptation: A Conscious Design 
for Oblivious Programmers” 2007,  In this paper they present 
a unified approach that deploys aspect-oriented technology 
in order to engineer adaptability into the software system and 
data-mining techniques in order to engineer addictiveness into 
the software system. The approach utilizes aspect-orientation 
and deploys intelligent agents in the design and development 
of software systems. The intelligent agents in their approach 
utilize the Q-learning technique in order to discover patterns 
of performance degradation and reliability violation. The paper 
articulates the benefits of aspect-oriented methodology and 
data-mining techniques in building software systems that can 
cope gracefully with the unanticipated environment changes and 
requirement changes.
Jain, A. et al, in “YaM - a framework for rapid software 
development” 2006,  YaM facilitates the creation and merging 
of branches to support the isolated development of immature 
software to avoid impacting the stability of the development effort 
YaM uses modules and packages to organize and share software 
across multiple software products. It uses the concepts of link 
and work modules to reduce sandbox setup times even when 
the code-base is large. One side-benefit is the enforcement of a 
strong module-level encapsulation of a module’s functionality and 
interface. This increases design transparency, system stability as 
well as software reuse. YaM is in use by several mid-size software 
development teams including several developing mission-critical 
software

V. Conclusion and Future Scope
Fuzzy –GA hybrid algorithm is proved to be best as contrasted to 
the supplementary algorithms trusted in this work. In such data 
find appeal the design and industrialized woolly GA plan has 
shown its predominance because it includes the gains of woolly 
as well as genetic algorithms. Woolly provides a robust inference 
mechanism alongside no discovering and adaptability as on the 
supplementary hand, the genetic algorithms furnish an effectual 
data modification in the awaken of optimization aims of given 
application. Neuro -fuzzy algorithm is definitely superior to woolly 
algorithm as it inherits adaptability and discovering but critically 
needs optimal nature. From the simulation and the consequence 
obtained, it has been shown that the percentage average error is 
least in the case of fuzzy-GA algorithms and maximum in the case 
of woolly algorithms. Neuro-fuzzy algorithm has yielded accuracy 
lying amid the accuracy levels as in the case of woolly and fuzzy-
GA algorithms. It is finished that for non linear and convoluted 
engineering demands encompassing domination, inference 
and scutiny by and large fuzzy-GA is an effectual method. The 
aftermath of this thesis work point to pursuing orders of research 
that are probable to be demanded for more enhancement.

A similar application can be devised, developed and analyzed • 
by replacing genetic algorithms with even better algorithms 
termed as genetic programming.
Parallel computing environment can be used to expanding • 
the search space.
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